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AN EPIC THEATRICAL EVENT

Playwright Andrew Hinderaker set out to write an “impossible” play and the result was COLOSSAL: an award-
winning theatrical tour-de-force in four quarters with a half time that combines college football, a live drumline, and 
modern dance. Southern Rep takes on the challenge as the final destination of a National New Play Network Rolling 
World Premiere, following productions in San Francisco, Washington, Minneapolis, Dallas, and Boston.

The onstage football team is in the midst of intensive, twice weekly training sessions with former Tulane and 
professional quarterback Lester Ricard, and the dance ensemble will soon begin rehearsals with New Orleans 
choreographer Jeffrey Gunshol under the direction of Aimée Hayes.

Coverage Opportunities Include

• “On set” access to training sessions and rehearsals, 
including videography, audio recording, and 
photography

• In-studio interviews with actor Toby Forrest, 
available starting May 11

• In-studio interviews with playwright Andrew 
Hinderaker, available from May 21 to 24

• Interviews with Aimée Hayes, Lester Ricard, Jeffrey 
Gunshol, and other members of the COLOSSAL 
team, as available

• In-studio previews
• Performances may be reviewed as of June 4

Please direct all press and media requests to Brooks 
Lazar at blazar@southernrep.com.

Starring Toby Forrest
Playwright Andrew Hinderaker requires that the 
leading role of Mike, a star player who suffers a 
catastrophic injury on the field, be portrayed by 
an actor who uses a wheelchair. In Southern Rep’s 
production, Mike will be played by Toby Forrest, a Los 
Angeles-based actor, who previously took on the role 
with Mixed Blood Theatre in Minneapolis.

“Forrest fearlessly leverages his physicality to show
“the vulnerability, the challenges and the realities of life
“under radically different circumstances.”
“- Twin Cities Pioneer Press
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Videos about COLOSSAL

“[COLOSSAL] shows a different side of football
that a lot of people don’t see.”
Dallas Theater Center:
COLOSSAL at 4th & Inches Sports Performance
bit.ly/1Fy4oc1

Dallas Theater Center:
COLOSSAL Reviews and Highlights

bit.ly/1VNHozl

“I’m a huge football fan. I Grew up in Madison, Wisconsin,
which is a gigantic...college football town and
every Saturday morning we would go to Camp Randall
with my father.” - Andrew Hinderaker, playwright
Olney Theatre Center:
Behind the Scenes with COLOSSAL
bit.ly/1XLWCXp

COLOSSAL
by Andrew Hinderaker

National New Play Network Rolling World Premiere
Directed by Aimée Hayes
Performances: June 4–19

(Previews: June 1–3)
University of New Orleans – Robert E. Nims Theatre

Southern Rep Theatre will present COLOSSAL as part of a National New Play Network Rolling World Premiere,
following productions in Dallas, Washington, Minneapolis, and Boston


